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Folio can link to online end user help. This can be the help pages supplied by OCLC, or pages created by your own institution.

**Folio end user help**

Folio can link to online end user help. This can be the help pages supplied by OCLC, or pages created by your own institution.

**View the help pages provided**

View the OCLC help and decide whether you would like your Folio to connect to it:

[Folio end user help](https://help.oclc.org/Library_Management/OLIB/Folio_configuration/Enable_end_user_help)

**Enable the help**

Folio end user help is enabled from within OLIB Web:

[Steps to enable end user help](https://help.oclc.org/Library_Management/OLIB/Folio_configuration/Enable_end_user_help)